
An online art auction is raising humanitarian aid for thousands of war-stricken Armenian families who had been displaced from the region of Artsakh (otherwise known as Nagorno-Karabakh) following attacks led by
Azerbaijani forces, with backing from Turkey as well as Syrian Islamist mercenaries. Â A Russian-brokered ceasefire on November 9 marked the beginning of a mass migration of the majority of ethnic Armenians in
Artsakh to neighboring Armenia. Over 100,000 out of the 150,000 Armenians in Artsakh had been forced to flee the region, leaving many of them homeless, food-insecure, and exposed to Armenia&#8217;s punishing
winter weather. The auction, titled Protect ARTsakh, presents 78 lots by 60 multidisciplinary artists from Armenia and around the world. The featured works range from paintings and photography to textile and jewelry. The
auction will continue until December 20. Artists include the participants of Armeniaâ€™s Golden Lion-winning Pavilion for Best National Participation at the 56th Venice Biennale in 2015: Mikayel Ohanjanyan (Armenia);
Aikaterini Gegisian (Greece); Hrair Sarkissian (Syria); Rosana Palazyan (Brazil); Silvina Der Meguerditchian (Argentina); and Aram Jibilian (USA).&nbsp;Marta Dell&#8217;Angelo, Caryatids, 11.8 x 11.8 inch (all images
courtesy the artists and Protect ARTsakh)Arghavan Khosravi, Moonlight (2020), Digital screen print on Hahnemuhle 308 gr. Paper, 27.6 x 27.6 inch Edition of 50+15 APLenna Keshishian, Interwoven (2019), Textiles
&#8211; Beaded by hand, machine gun tufted border, 15.7 x 15.7 inchNarineh Seferian, Õ„Õ¡ÕµÖ€ Õ€Õ¡ÕµÕ¡Õ½Õ¿Õ¡Õ¶ (Mayr Hayastan) (2020), Digital Screen Print, 27.6 x 19.7 inchBenji Boyadgian, Julfa (2020),
Watercolor and pencil on paper, 31.5 x 31.5 inchVahe Berberian, EURUS (2005), Acrylic on canvas, 50.8 x 65.7 inchJean Boghossian, Untitled (2020), Burnt mixed media on acrylic on canvas, 7.9 x 19.7 inchSilvina Der
Meguerditchian, Nur (2002), Laminated photograph, wool, 78.7 x 86.6 inchMikayel Ohanjanyan, Untitled (2012), Wood, plaster, polyester thread, and bronze, 13.4 x 84.6 x 17.7 inchOther participants include French artist
Lionel Esteve, Iranian artist Arghavan Khosravi, and American artists Adam Parker Smith and Bailey Scieszka, among others.Â Organized by Lara Arslanian, Garabed Bardakjian, and Sarine Semerjian, with support from
the Arslanian Foundation, the auction aims to assist the ongoing humanitarian relief efforts directed towards Artsakh&#8217;s Armenian refugees. The organizers also hope to raise awareness of the dire situation in
Armenia and Artsakh, which are still subjected to Azeri attacks in violation of the ceasefire.&nbsp;The story of Armenians is one of survival and resilience, punctuated by terrible tragedies but also great triumphs spanning
over their 3,500 years of history, the auction&#8217;s website says. By offering a unique selection of works highlighting unique talents of artists from Armenia and beyond, we wish to highlight the vibrant Armenian art
scene but also elevate artists from around the world using their talents to give a voice to the voiceless.  Pope Francis is a divisive figure in the Catholic community. While some progressives embrace his relatively
forward-thinking views on homosexuality, immigration, and climate change, conservative critics claim his openness is corrupting the faith. This year, the Vatican has taken an important step toward unity by presenting a
Nativity that almost everyone can agree is deeply strange.Unveiled last week, this year&#8217;s Nativity scene features 19 ceramic figures created in the 1960s and 70s. (all photographs by and courtesy of Anthony
Majanlahti for Hyperallergic)Unveiled last week, the scene features 19 life-sized, cylindrical ceramic figures of the usual suspects â€” Mary, Joseph, the three Magi, the Christ Child, sheep â€” as well as two comparatively
contemporary visitors: an astronaut and a staff-wielding character that some have likened to Darth Vader from Star Wars. The Nativity has been mocked for both its unconventional cast and retro, sci-fi aesthetics. In a
scathing article that opens with the phrase, It is not what we expected, and not what most of us want, the Catholic Herald described the display as comically awful. More zealous opponents have called it demonic, pagan
and idolatrous.An astronaut and a character resembling Darth Vader from Star Wars have prompted criticism online.The figurines come from a crÃ¨che produced between 1965 and 1975 by teachers and students in
Castelli, Abruzzo, a town known for its longstanding and celebrated tradition of ceramics. As bizarre as the scene might seem to our modern eyes, the selection of figures makes sense in its historical context. According to
Marcello Mancini, a teacher at the school where the Nativity was made, the astronaut was added after the 1969 moon landing. The Vader doppelgÃ¤nger, whose creation predated the cinematic saga, is actually a
centurion that represents a great sinner. â€œIâ€™m sorry about the reactions, that people donâ€™t like it,â€• Mancini told the Catholic News Agency. â€œIt is rich in symbols and signifiers that offer a non-traditional
reading of the Nativity scene. &nbsp;The scene has drawn criticism, but it has also been embraced by several Catholic figures.Meanwhile, the display has yielded several interesting interpretations on social media. One
Twitter user suggests Pope Francis is the astronaut on the way to the moon to seek the Maternal Mediation of Mary while the evil centurion represents the right-wing archbishop Carlo Vigano, a vocal critic of
Francis.Despite the backlash, the Nativity has also created somewhat of a cult following among some prominent Catholic figures who appreciate its weirdness. The Vaticanâ€™s Nativity scene is awesome! I donâ€™t
know what I love more: the spaceman or the guy from the Star Wars Cantina, tweeted Lino Rulli, host of The Catholic Guy Show. I really want a small one for our home.   Whatâ€™s something that Queen Nefertiti, Andy
Warhol, and the tennis star Andre Agassi have in common? They all wore wigs. Far from mere embellishments, these wigs made history: the beautiful Nefertiti wore wigs to mask her baldness; one of Warholâ€™s iconic
silvery wigs sold at a 2006 Christieâ€™s auction for over $10,000; and Agassi blames a loose, leonine wig for his unexpected French Open loss in 1990. Wigs bestow their wearer with beauty, power, and youth. They are
tools for gender bending, seduction, and disguise. So why not write a book about them? Originally published in Spanish in 2014, The Wig: A Hairbrained History by the Mexican poet and writer Luigi Amara was just
published by Reaktion Books in an English translation by Christina MacSweeny, exploring the wigâ€™s silly, sexy, and serious strains in a collection of fanciful short essays.Â The Wig: A Hairbrained History by Luigi
Amara, translated by Christina MacSweeny and published by Reaktion Books (photo by the author for Hyperallergic) An uncommon subject of study, the wig has been â€œgenerally disdained as superfluous, and
unconditionally expelled from the realm of the thinkable,â€• Amara notes. His book reads like an extended brainstorm about the topic, examining the wig through the lens of visual arts, popular culture, and film. Amara
unearths some fascinating, forgotten material, like the overconfident Versailles master wigmaker AndrÃ© Charles, who proudly sent one of his amateur dramas to Voltaire only to receive the reply, â€œMaster AndrÃ©,
make wigs, always wigs, nothing but wigs,â€• written a thousand times over four pages. And we learn about the painter Oskar Kokoschkaâ€™s handmade, lifesize fetish doll made of feathers and an auburn wig â€” his
replacement for a wayward lover. The range of subjects in Amaraâ€™s book is expansive, eclectic, and inventive. In one chapter, he reflects on the otherworldly, erotic charge behind the wigs of futuristic 1960s space
movies and TV series like Barbarella and UFO. In another, he ruminates on hair as an ancient symbol of fertility via the towering, outlandish wigs that preceded the French Revolution, which Amara writes â€œcould be
said to prefigure dioramas and the concept of the World Fair.â€•Â Plush Venus, made for Oskar Kokoschka by Henriette Moos in 1919 (photo courtesy Fine Art Images/Heritage Images via Getty Images)But as
Amaraâ€™s title indicates, the element of history in his book is tangled. Although fascinating historical characters and events loosely structure his chapters, for Amara, history serves as a secondary scaffolding to attach
his thoughts and musings to. The essays donâ€™t follow a chronological or thematic order and, at times, the authorâ€™s curious jumps between topics border on distractingly nonsensical.&nbsp;Itâ€™s obvious that
Amara isnâ€™t aiming at orthodoxy: his short works cited list is cheekily titled â€œBedside Reading.â€• However, a more cogent sense of wig history â€” dates, timelines, materials, and techniques â€”Â would make for
more engaging reading. Part of the issue also stems from Amaraâ€™s idiosyncratic writing style. Depending on the readerâ€™s disposition, his prose comes off as whimsical, tiresome, or both. (MacSweeny does a
commendable job with Amaraâ€™s loopy language, preserving puns and alliterations, like Warholâ€™s â€œfilamentary finery,â€• that pepper the text.)Â Itâ€™s clear that for Amara, the wig is an excuse to ponder,
wander, and lose himself to flights of fancy. But heâ€™s often close to losing the reader, too.Matthew Darly, The Flower Garden (1777), etching and engraving with watercolor. Hair, an ancient symbol of fertility, is home
to a flourishing miniature garden (the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)The Wig: A Hairbrained History by Luigi Amarais is published by Reaktion Books and is available online and in select stores.  Installation view
of the Living Collection in William and Lavina Lim&#8217;s studio in Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong (Photo by Winnie Yeung @ Visual Voices; courtesy of M+ and William and Lavinia Lim)M+, a massive museum slated to
open in Hong Kongâ€™s West Kowloon Cultural District in fall 2021, received a gift of 90 contemporary artworks from collector couple William and Lavina Lim, a leading Hong Kong architect and interior designer,
respectively. The donation features work by 53 artists, including prominent South Korean artists Lee Bul and Haegue Yang. Of the group, nearly half are Hong Kong artists, including Lam Tung Pang, Nicole Wong, and
even the donor William Lim himself.The pairâ€™s collection, called the Living Collection, is one of the most substantial private holdings of work by contemporary Hong Kong artists. The Lims began collecting in earnest in
the 2000s, before Hong Kong cemented its place in the global art market with the advent of Art HK in 2008 and Art Basel Hong Kong in 2013. The Living Collection, which was installed in a warehouse studio in the
industrial neighborhood of Wong Chuk Hang, became a popular stop for international visitors interested in seeing work by emerging and established local artists as the Hong Kong art scene took off.â€œPrivate collectors
have been an important pillar in the local artist community, especially in a young and emerging scene with an unestablished structure,â€• M+ deputy director and chief curator Doryun Chong said in a statement.
â€œWilliam Lim excelled in this role by expanding his commitment from pure collecting to being actively engaged with art institutions, as well as advocating for Hong Kong artists on the international stage.â€• In addition
to co-chairing a nonprofit arts space, Para Site, in Hong Kong, Lim serves on the Asia Pacific Acquisition Committee for Tate and is on the board of Cornell University College of Architecture, Art, and Planning, his alma
mater.Of the significance of the acquisition, museum director Suhanya Raffel stated: â€œFrom the inception of M+â€™s collecting efforts, Hong Kong visual culture has been a core area of acquisition and currently
constitutes an important part of the M+ Collections. The donation both deepens and broadens M+â€™s holdings in Hong Kong art, and as a result significantly bolsters the museumâ€™s commitment to this area.â€•In the
Living Collection donation, works made by Hong Kong artists include a large-scale allegorical landscape painting from 2011 by Lam Tung Pang, who is a founding member of Fotanian; a 2012-2013 installation by Au Hoi
Lam that explores the artistâ€™s relationship with her father; and a 2015 diptych by Yeung Tong Lung, commissioned by Lim, that depicts Lim&#8217;s studio in Wong Chuk Hang.The South China Morning Post asked
Chong about the fact that nine of the 90 artworks donated were made either by Lim or by design firms in his family. â€œHis entries in major architectural biennales are already in our collection so this is not the first time
we have collected his works,â€• Chong said. For over 20 of the artists in the donation, this marks the first time that their work has enter
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